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by Bruce Spi�er A self-styled first generation

Beatlemaniac' reminds us that the
initial appearance ofthe Beatles on
American television was not on

The Ed Sullivan Show.

FEBRUARY 2004 MARKS the 40th anniversary
of the Beatles' arrival in America. Nearly two centuries
after the British "invasion'' of 1776, the battle cry was
changed from "The British are coming!" to "The Beatles
are coming!" And while television had not even been
dreamed of in the 18th century, more than 73 million
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Americans gathered around TV sets on the evening of
February 9 to witness the British invasion of 1964. For
many, the Beatles' live American debut appearance on
The Ed Sullivan Show was a defining moment compa
rable to "Where were you when Kennedy was shot?" or
man's first footsteps on the moon.
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Minutes after arriving in America, the Beatles were
ushered into a crowded airport media room for a
press conference. To many of the veterans in the
news corps, the band's long hair was as difficult
to comprehend as their music. But skepticism was
quickly brushed aside when the four Liverpudlians
charmed the crowd with their wit, irreverance
and charisma. (AP Photo/Charles Tasnadi)

The excitement began shortly after 8 p.m. Eastern Standard
Time when Ed Sullivan gave his famous introduction: "Now
yesterday and today our theater's been jammed with newspaper
men and hundreds of photographers from all over the nation,
and these veterans agreed with me that the city never has wit
nessed the excitement stirred by these youngsters from
Liverpool, who call themselves the Beatles. Now tonight, you're
gonna twice be entertained by them. Right now, and again in the
second half of our show. Ladies and gentlemen, the Beatles. Let's
bring them on."
Sullivan's last words were drowned out by the screaming
young girls in attendance at CBS Studio 50. After Paul
McCartney's count-in, the group opened with "All My Loving."
It was an energetic performance that showed the Beatles had
total command of the situa
tion. The girls yelled and Ed Sullivan, shown in a
bounced in their seats for publicity photo taken
the entire song. Upon its during rehearsals for his
completion, the crowd show, was a former
screamed even louder and newspaper columnist
applauded wildly as the who became an unlikely
group bowed in unison. television star. Between
Paul took the spotlight 1964 and 1966 his'CBS
again on "Till There Was program was the gate
You," a lovely ballad from way for those performers
The Music Man that even who comprised rock-and
the adults in the audience roll's "British Invasion."
.-.
could appreciate. During
the song, the camera
focused on each member of the group, with his first name super
imposed on the screen. W hen it came time for John Lennon,
"SORRY GIRLS, HE'S MARRIED" appeared below his name.
The relative calm of the ballad was quickly shattered by a rock
ing version of "She Loves You" that provided a bold demonstra
tion of the big-beat sound. The loudest screams occurred each
time John, Paul and George went "Woooo" and shook their
heads. W hen it was over, the Beatles took their customary bow.
Thirty-five minutes later, Sullivan introduced the group's sec
ond segment with a simple, "Ladies and gentlemen, once again."
The Beatles then played boot-tapping versions of both sides of
their Capitol Records single, "I Saw Her Standing There" and
the No. 1 hit "I Want To Hold Your Hand." During both seg
ments, the cameramen did a superb job of capturing the Beatles
and the excitement of the event despite being unable to hear the
director's instructions through their headphones over the
screaming girls. During the last song, they effectively mixed long
shots, close-ups, crowd shots and a move in and out on Ringo by
a mobile crane camera. After taking their bows, John, Paul and
George put down their instruments, and Ringo jumped down
from his drum riser. The group then headed over to Sullivan to
shake hands and wave to the crowd.
THE ATTENTION GIVEN to the unforgettable images and
sounds of that broadcast, watched by a then-record television
audience, have led most people to believe that the Beatles' first
appearance on American television was that February 9 show.
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tory, however, will point out that while the Sullivan show marked
the group's first live television appearance in the States, prere
corded clips of the Beatles had appeared on U.S. television at
least two times before.
The events leading up to the Beatles' appearances on
American television took place in the fall of 1963. Although
three Beatles singles, "Please Please Me," "From Me To You" and
"She Loves You," had been released in the United States during
the first nine months of 1963, those records initially flopped, and
the group remained virtually unknown in America despite their
soaring popularity in their homeland. By October 1963, the
Beatles were being covered by the widely read daily newspapers
of Great Britain and were receiving tremendous radio and tele
vision exposure there. It was, however, their television appear-

ance on Val Parnell's Sunday Night at the London Palladium-the
British equivalent of The Ed Sullivan Show, which was televised
throughout the United Kingdom-that propelled th� Beatles to
an unprecedented level of media coverage.
Their October 13 Palladium performance was seen by more
than 15 million people, and the attending bedlam both inside
and outside the theater caught the attention of British news edi
tors. The next day, the Daily Herald heralded the coming of
"Beatle Fever!" The Daily Mirror mirrored these sentiments,
describing the mass hysteria as "Beatlemania!"-a term that
became part of the British vocabulary and would soon be heard
throughout the world. By October 28, even the conservative
highbrow London newspaper, The Times, ran a story on the
Beatles. Three days later, fate would play an important role in
giving the group their Sullivan show appearance.
On Thursday, October 31, Ed Sullivan and his wife were at
London's Heathrow Airport on an unusually busy day there; the
prime minister was due to fly out and contestants for the Miss
World contest were arriving. Although the city was experiencing
a heavy rainstorm that Halloween day, over 1,500 youngsters
lined the rooftop gardens of the Qyeen's Building, and more
congregated on the ground. Sullivan asked what all the commo
tion was about and was informed that it was for the Beatles, who
were returning from a tour in Sweden. He replied, "Who the hell
are the Beatles?" and was told that they were a well-known pop
group. His curiosity was aroused, but he wasn't ready to book an
unknown-in-America British band just yet.
The enthusiastic airport reception for the group was reported
BETTMANN/COABIS

in the British papers. In America, The New York Times ran a brief
account of the event in its November 4 edition. The article,
which drew little notice at the time, stated that the screams of
fans drowned out the whine of taxiing jets.
The same day that Americans first read about the Beatles in
The New York Times, the group was playing before British high
society at the Royal Command Performance, also known as the
Royal Variety Show. Their presence at London's Prince of Wales
Theatre drew more attention than the arrival of the royal family,
with the by then usual swarm of screaming fans held back by rows
of linked-at-the-arms police. The Beatles, who were seventh on
the bill of 19 acts, impressed the upscale crowd with their humor
and performances. Prior to ripping into a rousing rendition of
their closing rocker, "Twist and Shout," John said: "For our last
number I'd like to ask your help. Would the people
in the cheaper seats clap your hands? And the rest
of you, if you'll just rattle your jewelry." Manager
Brian Epstein was relieved that the crowd seemed ;
charmed by John's cheeky humor. Before the show, S
John had joked to Brian that he was going to ask �
�
the Royals to rattle their ''fookin' jewelry."
V-
The next day Epstein headed to New York. One :c
purpose of his visit was to explore why the Beatles I

Show, Epstein agreed to the deal. Precht then suggested that, in
addition to the two live programs, the Beatles should tape a per
formance for later broadcast. The parties agreed on a payment of
$3,000 for the taped segment, thus bringing the total for the
three shows to $10,000. The deal was sealed with a handshake.
After leaving the meeting, Precht began having second
thoughts about featuring the unknown British band on the show
and called Sullivan at his suite to voice his concerns. Sullivan
assured him that he felt it was worth the investment. And that
ended the matter. Sullivan later told The New York Times, "I
made up my mind that this was the same sort of mass hit hys
teria that had characterized the Elvis Presley days."
Meanwhile, the London bureaus of the three American tele
vision networks observed the saturation coverage the Beatles
were receiving in the British media and became
curious about all the excitement. CBS London
bureau reporter Alexander Kendrick was working
on stories in Manchester when he was told of long
haired musicians who were packing the clubs and
concert halls with screaming girls who idolized the
band. Kendrick thought it would make an interest
ing story and began preparing a report. NBC and
ABC also took notice, and soon film crews and
had not "happened" in America, and more impor- �
reporters from all three major U.S. networks con
�
tant, perhaps do something about it by "spreading �
verged at the same concert.
the gospel of the Beatles in the U.S.A."
Beatles manager Brian
The November 22, 1963, issue of the British
Prior to leaving, Epstein was contacted by Peter
Epstein seemed more
weekly New Musical Express reported that the "rival
Prichard, a London theatrical agent who was
networks invaded the Bournemouth W inter
concerned that his
employed by Ed Sullivan as his European talent
Gardens on Saturday [November 16, 1963] to film
clients receive top
coordinator. Prichard told Epstein he should try to
billing on the Sullivan
the boys in action-and the screaming, standing,
get the Beatles on The Ed Sullivan Show, and that
show than that they
stomping shuddering (and collapsing) fans' reac
he could set up a meeting with Sullivan.
receive maximum pay
tion!" The TV crews admitted they were flabber
Prichard pitched the Beatles to Sullivan, men
for the appearance.
gasted by what they saw. CBS reporter Josh Darsa,
tioning the tremendous response they had received
who was sent by Kendrick to interview the band,
at the Royal Variety Show. Sullivan, remembering the large crowd told NME writer Tony Crawley, "I never thought a British audi
at London's airport, was interested but needed an angle to pro ence could or would react this way for anyone-they certainly
mote the group. Prichard explained that the Beatles were the never went this wild for Johnnie Ray." Darsa stated that a story
first "longhaired boys" to be invited to appear before the queen on the Beatles would probably run the following week.
of England. Sullivan had his angle.
William Sheehan of ABC explained: "Of course we've read
about this sort of thing-we wouldn't be here if we hadn't-but
BRIAN EPSTEIN'S 1963 appointment book indicates that it's still unbelievable and un-British. We could hold this sort of
he met with Sullivan at his suite in New York City's Delmonico film for a while. But with the other networks here, we'll be obvi
Hotel on Monday, November 11, and the next day for a 5 p.m. ously using ours pronto."
dinner meeting at Delmonico's restaurant. The initial meeting
Based upon those comments, Crawley wrote that the "three
was apparently attended only by Epstein and Sullivan, who ten top U.S. TV networks [were] racing against time, and each other,
tatively agreed that the Beatles would appear on Sullivan's to be the first to feature Beatlemania on American television."
February 9, 1964, show live from New York and then the fol He viewed this as the start of "the big breakthrough to America
lowing week on a special remote show broadcast live from the for the Beatles."
Deauville Hotel in Miami Beach. Bob Precht, Sullivan's son-in
Although ABC's production logs contain no reference to a
law and producer of the show, was asked to attend the second Beatles story being prepared or broadcast in late 1963, NBC's
meeting, during which the deal was finalized. Upon his arrival at Huntley-Brinkley Report did air a story on the group on Monday,
Delmonico's, Precht was told by Sullivan that Epstein had a November 18. At 6:53 p.m., Chet Huntley introduced the first
great group of youngsters who were going to be "really big."
American news story on the Beatles with: "Dispatches from
Although Sullivan often paid up to $10,000 for a single per Britain have been talking about a new sound. For a while we
formance, he offered Epstein only $3,500 for each show. He also thought the new sound was Prime Minister Douglas-Home
agreed to pay for the group's transportation and lodging. describing himself as a simple man of the soil. But that is not
Realizing the importance of having his boys on The Ed Sullivan what they meant. Our expert on such matters is NBC News
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BRITAID'S "BEAREfflADIA" HAS SPREAD 10 AfflERl[A!
On TV: Jack Paar Show (NBC-TV)! Ed Sullivan Show
(CBS-TV)! Walter Cronkite News '(CBS-TV)! Hun tley
Br inkley News (NBC-TV)! Fea tured in TIME, LIFE,
NEWSWEEK & newspapers everyw�erel Now hear the
performances that have made THE BEATLES the most
exciting vocal group In English History!

ST CAPITOL ALIUM:

ET THE BEATLES I

.._,_

THE BEATLES

I WANT TO HOLD YOUR HAND �

I SAW HER STANDING THERE

�

Capitol Records' Meet the Beatles! campaign (top), built
around the success of the "I Want To Hold Your Hand"
single (right) and intended to promote the band's first
album (opposite), implied that these records were
America's first opportunities to buy Beatles music. In
fact, the American public had been introduced to the
Beatles gradually throughout 1963 with the release of
their music on the small record labels Vee-Jay and Swan
(above). But without the support of publicity, those
records were poor sellers, raising concerns in the Beatles
camp about the group's chances of conquering America.
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Darsa: W hat has occurred to you as to why you've succeeded?
reporter Edwin Newman."
Paul: Uh, I don't know, really. You know, as you say the hair
The network then ran a four-minute piece on the Beatles pre
cuts. We didn't think they were a gimmick, but everyone else
pared by Newman, who had been assigned the story not because
of his expertise in or fondness for rock-and-roll music, but for
said, "Oh-ho, what a gimmick."
Darsa: W hat is the Mersey sound? How does it differ from
his ties to England. Newman, while at the time based in New
other rock-and-roll and pop?
York, had previously headed NBC's London bureau.
George: It doesn't really. It's just happened that all of a sudden
Although the story itself is presumed forever lost, the NBC
archives has the raw footage shot at Bournemouth. The images
hundreds of rock groups all from Liverpool made records. And
include medium and close-up shots of kids in sleeping bags out
it was a bit more like the original rock-and-roll than the stuff
side the W inter Gardens Theatre, police checking sleepers, and
they've had over the last few months. So people decided sud
denly, you know, with all these Liverpool groups, so they called
girls folding blankets and combing their hair. These are followed
by scenes of the swarm of youngsters outside the venue, the
it the "Liverpool sound" and the "Mersey beat " and everything
else. Yeah, but it's just ...
Beatles running through the crowd to get into the theater, scream
Paul: It's just a way of classifying it, but I don't think the music
ing teenagers at the concert and the Beatles performing onstage.
. is very different.
Unfortunately, the transcript of Newman's story is also missing,
Darsa: Do you have any fears that your public eventually will
and the reporter has no specific recollections about the piece.
get tired of you and move on to a new favorite?
The London bureau of CBS completed its
""""""I.:= STEREO
John: They probably will, but you know ...
Beatles story on November 17. Fortunately
the film report survives. That CBS story, filed J_h• ..... Album ··-��•n••· �-•nomonal �-- �� Darsa: You ever think about that?
John: Depends on how long it takes them to
by Alexander Kendrick, is four minutes, 10
seconds long and opens with concert footage
get tired. Don't it?
Paul: It's stupid to worry about things like
of the Beatles. To enable viewers to hear the
that ...
group over the screaming crowd, the studio
George: It's not worth missin' your sleep for,
version of "She Loves You" was mixed in. As
the group sings the song's "yeah, yeah, yeah,
is it?
Paul: No. It could happen tomorrow and it
yeah" ending, the story cuts to Kendrick sit
could, you know, we could have quite a run.
ting behind a table at the London Beatles Fan
We just hope we're gonna have quite a run.
Club. "Yeah, yeah, yeah. Those_ ar'e the
Beatles, those are. And this is Beatleland, for- ...
Kendrick then attempts to summarize the Beatles phenom
merly known as Britain, where an epidemic called Beatlemania
has seized the teenage population, especially female." Workers enon: "The Beatles, who started their act in the waterfront clubs
are shown typing and opening sacks of mail, pro;ing to Kendrick of Liverpool, are now clicking off $5,000 a week in one,-night
that "some of the girls can write, and they belong to the Beatle stands. They have sold 2 ½ million records. They lead the hit
parade. They get the biggest fan mail on record. They have
Fan Club."
Kendrick then explains the group's name, appearance and sound: inspired the sheepdog hairdo. They are also credited with having
"The Beatles sound like insect life, but it's spelled B-E-A-T, saved the sagging British corduroy industry. And besides being
Beat. And these four boys from Liverpool, with their dish-mop merely the latest objects of adolescent adulation and culturally
hairstyles, are Britain's latest musical and, in fact, sociological the modern manifestation of compulsive tribal singing and danc
phenomena. They have introduced what their press agents call ing, the Beatles are said by sociologists to have a deeper mean
the 'Mersey Sound,' after the River Mersey on which Liverpool ing. Some say they are the authentic voice of the Proletariat.
stands. And though musicologists say it's no different than any Some say they are the authentic heart of Britain in revolt against
other rock-and-roll, except maybe louder, it has carried the the American cult of pop singers represented by Elvis Presley
Beatles to the top of the heap. In fact, they have met royalty, and and a long line of his British imitators. Some say the Beatles rep
royalty is appreciative and impressed." The last remark is sup resent authentic British youth or British youth as it would like to
ported by film of the Beatles with Princess Margaret at the Royal be-self-confident, natural, direct, decent, vital, throbbing. The
Beatles themselves seem to have no illusions. They symbolize the
Variety Show.
. Kendrick describes getting the band on stage, claiming: 20th century non�hero, as they make non-music, wear non-hair
"W herever the Beatles go they are pursued by hoards of scream cuts, give non-Mersey. And meanwhile, yeah, yeah, yeah, the fan
ing swinging juveniles. They and their press agents have to think mail keeps rolling in and so does the money. This is Alexander
of all sorts of ways to evade their adoring fans. Thousands of Kendrick in Beatleland."
CBS's New York office received the film report on
teenagers in every city and town stand in line all night to get
tickets for their touring show. And girls faint when the tickets November 17 and viewed it the following day. The network's
run out. The other night the Beatles played Bournemouth, the news director Walter Cronkite recalls being "semi-interested,"
south coast family resort, and Bournemouth will never be the but he held off running the Beatles piece because it was a busy
same." There is additional footage of the band performing, along news week.
with shots of the crowd going wild. The frenzied concert scene
The story made its debut on the CBS Morning News with
is followed by a brief interview by reporter Josh Darsa.
Mike Wallace on Friday, November 22. It may well have been
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Newspaper Coverage of the British Ransacking Washington, D.C.

T

he New York press had fun with the
Beatles' invasion of the nation's
capital. The Daily News contacted sever
al government officials in Washington
prior to the group's scheduled February
11, 1964, incursion. W hen asked if the
government had any plans to defend the
capital against the hysteria generated by
the Beatles, a Pentagon spokesman
admitted, "We ought to have, but we
don't." An aide to the secretary of health,
education and welfare thought that
Beatlemania should be a matter for the
Public Health Service, but the surgeon
general was too busy working on cigarettes and cancer to be bothered. The
State Department did not anticipate any
serious damage to relations between the
United States and Britain, but a Treasury
aide was worried about the "gold drain''
that would be caused by the Beatles'
leaving with $2 million. A Russian
said there was no chance of getting the
Beatles into the Soviet Union as part of
a cultural exchange program bt!cause
they could not guarantee their safety.
W hile the Beatles had charmed the
New York media, the Washington press
did not fall under their spell. Leroy
Aarons of The Washington Post reviewed
the audience rather than the band: •�
8,000-voice choir performed last night at
the Washington Coliseum...accompanied
incidentally by four young British artists

Two days after the Beatles' television
debut, Beatlemania gripped these fans
during the group's first live American
concert at the Washington Coliseum.

who call themselves the Beatles .... [It
was] like being downwind from a jet
during take-off."
Columnist George Dixon wrote a
P.iece titled "The Beatles Blues" that ran
i� his "Washington Scene" feature in
The Washington Post on February 13,
1964. Unable to comprehend what all
the excitement was about, he observed
that the Beatles have "a commonplace,
�· rather dull act, that hardly seems to
merit mentioning, yet people hereabouts
have mentioned scarcely anything else
for a couple of days. The Beatles took
conversational precedence over Panama,
Viet-Nam, Cyprus and the Senate
investigation into the activities of Bobby
Beatle-1 mean Baker."

In his February 12 radio and television
column in The Washington Post, Lawrence
Laurent wrote an unflattering piece about
the group's Ed Sullivan Show appear
ance. He called the band "four quite
ordinary musicians who happen to have
unusually good diction for their own
field." Even worse, he described the
group as "imported hillbillies who look
like sheep dogs and sound like alley cats
in agony." He concluded his article by
stating, "Those of us who are old
enough to vote will simply have to
endure one more monstrosity created by
mass media."
Fans of the group came to the Beatles'
defense, and Laurent, to his credit, ran
excerpts of some of the letters in his
February 14 column. A woman in her
mid-30s told Laurent: "I like the Beatles.
I think you are a square."Two young fans
who described themselves as "dedicated
Beatlers" observed, "If the teenagers of
today would follow the good examples
set by the Beatles-not hair-wise, maybe,
but certainly in the way of politeness,
sense of humor and respect to others
tomorrow's generation would be greatly
improved." But the most astute comment
came from Janice Harris of Hollywood,
Md., who disagreed with Laurent's opin
ion that the Beatles were in for a brief
success. She boldly predicted, "They'll
never fade away, I promise you." B.S.

slated for broadcast later that day on the network's evening news; the Beatles story was rebroadcast on the CBS Evening News W ith
however, no evening news would be broadcast that day as all Walter Cronkite.
regularly scheduled programming was replaced by coverage of an
Shortly after the program ended, Cronkite received a tele
event that occurred a few hours after the Beatles' midmorning phone call from an excited Ed Sullivan inquiring about
CBS appearance. Those watching
the British group featured on the
the soap opera As The World Turns
show. Sullivan asked Cronkite what
saw their program interrupted by a
he knew about "those bugs, or
CBS news bulletin in which
whatever they call themselves."
Cronkite informed stunned view
Although Sullivan had booked the
ers, "In Dallas, Texas, three shots
band for his show a month earlier,
were fired at President Kennedy's
he couldn't remember their name.
motorcade ...."
He viewed "those bugs" as a gamble
For the next few weeks, John F.
because the group was virtually
Kennedy's assassination dominated
unknown in America. Sullivan
the news. But by the second week
sensed that was about to change.
Washington disc jockey Carroll James' early broadcast of
in December, Cronkite thought it
After all, if Walter Cronkite
the British pressing of the group's single "I Want To
was once again appropriate to run
deemed the Beatles newsworthy,
Hold Your Hand" kick-started Beatlemania in America.
feature stories, and on December 10
America would soon catch on.
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copies of"I Want To Hold Your Hand" to send to the
Three days later, on December 13, CBS issued
a press release announcing, "The Beatles, wildly
Washington area.
The strategy might have worked had James opted
popular quartet of English recording stars, will
to keep his copy exclusive; however, he apparently
make their first trip to the United States Feb. 7 for
sent a tape of the song to a disc jockey buddy of his
their American television debut on 'The Ed
in Chicago, who then played it on his show. Listeners
Sullivan Show,' Sunday, Feb. 9 and '16." In addi
in the W indy City also reacted favorably toward the
tion to prompting CBS to begin promotion of
song. W hen a St. Louis disc jockey played a tape of
the Beatles' upcoming appearance on The Ed
the Beatles' new song, his station was hit with tons of
Sullivan Show, the December 10 news broadcast
requests for the song.
set off a domino effect, causing Beatlemania to
W ith Christmas less than a week away, stations in
explode in America.
three major markets playing "I Want To Hold Your
That evening, 15-year-old Marsha Albert
Hand," and tapes of the song circulating among the
viewed the Beatles segment on the CBS news and
nation's disc jockeys, Capitol quickly came to the
liked what she saw and heard. Marsha wrote a
realization that the genie was already out of the bot
letter to her favorite Washington, D.C., radio sta
tle. The company also remembered that its job was to
tion, WWDC, referring to the Beatles' appear
get stations to play the Beatles-radio airplay was
ance on the news and asking, "Why can't we have "'
iii
essential for sales-and it made no sense to try to halt
this music in America?" Because the station had a a:
airplay just because the record's scheduled release was
policy of doing anything for its listeners, disc �z
weeks away.
jockey Carroll James arranged to have a copy of �
Although record companies traditionally did not
the Beatles' latest British single, "I Want To Hold "'.,,.,..,.,-,-""""
issue new titles during the holiday season, Capitol
Your Hand," delivered to him by British Overseas
began to see that there was nothing traditional about
Airways Corporation.
the Beatles. It pushed up the single's release date to
On December 17, exactly one week after the
December 26. Capitol also realized that its initial fac
CBS broadcast, James had Marsha Albert come
tory requisition of 200,000 units would be insuffi
down to the station to introduce the song on his
cient to meet demand. Word went out to its factories
radio show. WWDC wisely taped the proceedings
in Scranton, Pa., and Los Angeles to step up produc
for posterity. The tape begins with James intro- 0
tion by having all pressing machines exclusively
ducing Marsha to the listeners. "So Marsha
�
.
...
manufacture the Beatles 45 rpm record. In addition,
Albert, of Dublin Drive, of Silver Spring, has the �
other companies, such as RCA and Decca, were sub
Walter Cronkite,
honor of introducing something brand new, an
contracted to press additional copies.
(top), Chet Huntley and
exclusive, here at WWDC. Marsha, the micro
Distribution of the record began the day 'after
phone on the Carroll James show is yours." The David Brinkley (middle),
Christmas.
New York's WMCA immediately played
and Jack Paar (bottom)
15-year-old then does the honors, "Ladies and
it,
with
rivals
WABC and W INS following shortly
gentlemen, for the first time on the air in the
each presented the
Beatles to American
thereafter. Soon all three stations placed the song in
United States, here are the Beatles singing 'I Want
television audiences
heavy rotation. The same pattern was repeated
To Hold Your Hand."'
throughout the nation. Boosted by saturation airplay
prior to The Ed Sullivan
After the song ended, James requested that lis
at a time when Americans were out of school for the
Show. However, these
teners write in to let him know what they thought
holidays, "I Want To Hold Your Hand" was an
of the Beatles. Most couldn't wait and began call
men viewed the group
instant bestseller, with more than 250,000 copies sold
as little more than
ing the station immediately. According to James,
overseas curiosities.
in its first three days of release. By January 10, the
the station's switchboard lit up like a Christmas
record had sold more than 1 million units.
tree with eager listeners phoning in to praise the
Although Ed Sullivan was the first American TV
song."I Want To Hold Your Hand" was immedihost to book the Beatles, television personality Jack Paar pulled
ately added to WWDC's playlist and placed in heavy rotation.
a coup by broadcasting a taped performance of the group on his
IT DIDN'T TAKE LONG for Capitol to learn that the show more than a month before the boys' scheduled Sullivan
Washington radio station had jumped the gun by playing "I show appearance. Paar had seen the group in London at the
Want To Hold Your Hand" four weeks ahead of its scheduled Royal Variety Show on November 4. He purchased film from the
U.S. release date of January 13. Capitol eventually contacted BBC, including shots of screaming girls and the Beatles per
WWDC, demanding that the station "cease and desist" playing forming "She Loves You."
Since he had promised Sullivan the first and exclusive
the song. According to Capitol's attorney, James told him:
"Look, you can't stop me from playing it. The record is a hit. It's American television appearances of the Beatles, Brian Epstein
a major thing."
was furious and threatened to cancel the Beatles' BBC Radio
Realizing that they could not stop WWDC from playing the shows if action was not taken. The BBC tried to rescind its
record and believing that it was an isolated incident that would licensing of the film, but Paar refused to budge. Sullivan was out
not spread elsewhere, Capitol decided to press a few thousand raged and thought of canceling. Fortunately he cooled off when

..
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he realized what a hot ticket the Beatles were becoming.
. Paar's motivation for showing the Beatles on his program was
not to herald the coming of the next big thing, but rather to
make light of the band's success in their homeland. He later
admitted: "I didn't know they were going to change the culture
of the country with music. I thought they were funny. I brought
them here as a joke."
On Friday, January 3, 1964, the announcer for The jack Paar
Program read the guest list for the evening's show, including "from
London, a special film appearance of the sensational rock-and
rollers, the Beatles." Paar began his program sitting alone on a
wooden stool giving a monologue. After running through topics
such as teenagers and driving, he abruptly shifted gears.
"You know, everyone talks about the Beatles, but no one actu
ally does anything about them," said Paar. "The Beatles are an
extraordinary act in England. I think they're the biggest thing in
England in 25 years. And actually, the music is rock-and-roll.
We've never, in my seven years at NBC, ever on The Tonight
Show or on this show ever had a rock-and-roll act. I'm interested
in the Beatles as a psychological, sociological phenomenon. I
want to show them to you tonight. They're from the toughest
part of England, it's ah, Merseyside, on, near Liverpool on the
dock area. It's very rough over where these four nice kids come
from. They're kinda witty. One said, someone said, 'W hat's so
exciting about living on the docks of Liverpool?' He says, 'Just
staying alive is exciting on the docks of Liverpool.' But they're
nice kids, and I'd like to show you now all for the first time what
it's like in an audience in England• when tne Beatles are about
to perform."
The television screen then shifted from Paar to film of girls
screaming with "From Me To You" barely audible in the back
ground. As the film continued, Paar gave a running commen
tary, which was often interrupted by laughter from the studio
audience: "I understand science is working on a cure for this.
These guys have these crazy hairdos and when they wiggle their
heads and the hair goes, the girls go out of their minds. Does it
bother you to realize that in a few years these girls will vote,
raise children and drive cars? I just show you this in case you're
going to England and want to have a fun evening. Now here are
the Beatles."
Paar remained silent during the filmed performance of "She
Loves You," which ended with shots of screaming girls. After his
studio audience politely applauded, Paar dead-panned, "It's nice
to know that England has finally risen to our cultural level."
After laughs from the studio audience, Paar informed his view
ers, "Ed Sullivan's going to have the Beatles on live in February."
Apparently feeling the need to justify his broadcast of the
Beatles to his sophisticated followers, Paar explained that "our
interest was just showing a more adult audience that usually fol
lows my work, what's going on in England."
MUCH TO THE SURPRISE of Paar and nearly everyone
else, what was going on in England would soon be happening in
America. "I Want To Hold Your Hand" raced up the charts and
was soon No. 1 in Billboard, Cash Box and Record World. Vee-Jay
and Swan, two independent record companies that had previ
ously issued Beatles songs in America that were initially ignored,
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rereleased their records in hopes of cashing in on the Beatles'
phenomenal success. Swan's "She Loves You" and Vee-Jay's
"Please Please Me" quickly followed the Capitol single to the
upper reaches of the charts. Capitol's Meet the Beatles! and Vee
Jay's Introducing the Beatles would soon hold down the top two
spots on the album charts. With three hit singles and two albums
to program from, radio stations were saturating the airwaves
with Beatles music.
By February 1964, the Beatles had become part of the
American consciousness. To ensure that the group's arrival in the
States would not go unnoticed, Capitol Records provided itiner
ary details to New York's radio stations, which encouraged their
young listeners to greet the Beatles at the newly rechristened
Kennedy Airport even though it was a school day. On Friday,
February 7, more than 3,000 teenagers stood four deep on the
airport's upper arcade to greet the "Fab Four" as they stepped off
Pan American Airways Flight 101 shortly after 1:20 p.m.
All three television networks sent film crews to capture the
event. Although NBC had been the first American network to air
a story on the Beatles, Chet Huntley teased viewers by talking
about filming the arrival, but no clips were aired. The transcript
indicates that Huntley ended that evening's Huntley-Brinkley
Report with the following commentary:
"The Beatles arrived in New York today. The four English
musical stars-with their pudding-bowl haircuts-were greeted
by about 4,000 shrieking teenagers at Kennedy Airport and
mobbed by another large group of juveniles when they got to the
Plaza Hotel. All day long some local disc jockeys had been
encouraging truancy with repeated announcements of the
Beatles' travel plans, flight number and estimated time of
arrival. British journalists tell us that the record co111pany had 16
press agents handling the arrival, but we wouldn't know about
that. However, like a good little news organization, we sent three
camera crews to stand among the shrieking youngsters and
record the sights and sounds for posterity. Our film crews
acquitted themselves with customary skill and ingenuity and the
pictures are very good-but someone asked what the fuss was
about and we found we couldn't answer. So ... good night for
NBC News."
ABC and CBS considered the group's arrival newsworthy and
included scenes of the airport hysteria on their evening news
broadcasts. Shortly before 7 p.m., the Beatles were able to watch
themselves on the CBS Evening News With Walter Cronkite while
relaxing in their Plaza Hotel suite.
As they exit the plane, Cronkite states: "The British invasion
this time goes by the code name Beatlemania. D-day has been
common knowledge for months, and this was the day." The
group is then shown at the press conference as Cronkite con
tinues, "The invasion took place at New York's Kennedy
International Airport." After a few sound bites from the Beatles,
Cronkite gives his traditional sign-off, "And that's the way it is,
Friday, February 7, 1964."
And that's the way it was-the landing of the British invasion
of 1964 on American concrete. Forty-nine hours later, 73 million
Americans would gather around television sets to see the British
invaders with the "pudding-bowl haircuts" on The Ed Sullivan
Show. America would never be the same. 0

